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Abstract
Let Fq be a finite field of order q, where q is large odd prime power. In this
paper, we improve some recent results on the additive energy of the distance set,
and on sumsets of the distance set due to Shparlinski (2016). More precisely, we
prove that for E ⊆ Fdq , if d = 2 and q1+
1
4k−1 = o(|E|) then we have |k∆Fq(E)| =
(1 − o(1))q; if d ≥ 3 and q d2+ 12k = o(|E|) then we have |k∆Fq(E)| = (1 − o(1))q,
where k∆Fq(E) := ∆Fq(E) + · · ·+∆Fq(E) (k times).
1 Introduction
The Erdo˝s distance problem asks for the minimal number of distinct distances determined
by a finite point set of n points in the plane R2. In 1946, Erdo˝s [5] showed that a
√
n×√n
integer lattice determines Θ(n/
√
logn) distinct distances. From this construction, he
conjectured that any set of n points in R2 determines at least n1−o(1) distinct distances.
This conjecture has recently been solved by Guth and Katz [7] in 2010. They showed that
a set of n points in R2 has at least cn/ log n distinct distances. For the latest developments
on the Erdo˝s distance problem in higher dimensions and variants, see [14, 17, 6], and the
references contained therein.
Let Fq be a finite field of order q, where q is large odd prime power. The distance
function between two points x and y in Fdq , denoted by ||x− y||, is defined as
||x− y|| = (x1 − y1)2 + · · ·+ (xd − yd)2.
Although it is not a norm, the function ||x−y|| has properties similar to the Euclidean
norm, for example, it is invariant under orthogonal matrices and translations. For E ⊆ Fdq ,
we define the set of distances determined by points in E as
∆Fq(E) = {||x− y|| : x,y ∈ E} ⊆ Fq.
Bourgain, Katz, and Tao [1] made the first investigation to the prime field analogue of
the Erdo˝s distinct distance problem. More precisely, they proved that for any set E ⊆ F2p
1
with |E| = pα, 0 < α < 2, the distance set satisfies |∆Fp(E)| ≥ |E|
1
2
+ǫ for some ǫ > 0
depending on α. In the case |E| ≪ p15/11, Stevens and de Zeeuw [20] improved this
exponent to |E|8/15. This is the current best bound in the literature.1
For the case of large sets over arbitrary finite fields, the first explicit exponent for
|∆Fq(E)| was given by Iosevich and Rudnev [11] in 2007 by using Fourier analytic methods.
Theorem 1.1 (Iosevich-Rudnev, [11]). For E ⊆ Fdq with |E| ≫ q
d
2 , we have
|∆Fq(E)| ≥ min
{
q,
|E|
q(d−1)/2
}
.
This result implies that if |E| ≫ q(d+1)/2, then |∆Fq(E)| ≫ q. Hart, Iosevich, Koh,
Rudnev [8] indicated that the threshold q
d+1
2 is the best possible in odd dimensions, at
least in general fields. The interested reader can find further results in [2, 3, 4, 9, 12, 19].
Recently Shparlinski [18] used character sum techniques to discover more properties
of the distance sets. In particular, he studied properties of the additive energy of the
distance sets, where the additive energy of the distance set corresponding to E and F in
F
d
q , which is denoted by E
k
+(E ,F), is defined as the cardinality of{
(xi,yi)
2k
i=1 ∈ (E × F)2k : ||x1 − y1||+ · · ·+ ||xk − yk|| = ||xk+1 − yk+1||+ · · ·+ ||x2k − y2k||
}
.
When E = F , we will use the notation Ek+(E) instead of Ek+(E ,F). The first result in [18]
is the following theorem.
Theorem 1.2 (Shparlinski, [18]). For E ,F ⊆ Fdq, we have∣∣∣∣E2+(E ,F)− |E|4|F|4q
∣∣∣∣ ≤ qd−1|E|3|F|3 + q 3d2 |E|3|F|2.
As a consequence of Theorem 1.2, the author of [18] obtained the following result on a
sumset of the distance set.
Theorem 1.3 (Shparlinski, [18]). For E ,F ⊆ Fdq, we have
|∆Fq(E ,F) + ∆Fq(E ,F)| ≥
1
3
min
{
q,
|E||F|2
q3d/2
,
|E||F|
qd−1
}
,
where ∆Fq(E ,F) = {||x− y|| : x ∈ E ,y ∈ F}.
Corollary 1.4 (Shparlinski, [18]). Let E be a set in Fdq. Suppose that q
d
2
+ 1
3 = o(|E|),
then we have
|∆Fq(E) + ∆Fq(E)| = (1− o(1))q.
1Here and throughout, X ≫ Y means that there exists C > 0 such that X ≥ CY , X = o(Y ) means
that X/Y → 0 as q →∞, where X,Y are viewed as functions in q.
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Note that the additive energy of sets is closely related to their combinatorial properties,
for example, see [13, 21, 22, 23, 24]. Moreover, some additive character sums can also be
estimated via the additive energy, for instance, see [15] for more details.
The main purpose of this paper is to give improvements of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 by
using methods from spectral graph theory. For the sake of simplicity of this paper, we
will consider the case E = F . We will give some discussions at the end of Section 3 for
the case E 6= F . Our first result is the following.
Theorem 1.5. Let Fq be a finite field of order q with q ≡ 3 mod 4. Let k ≥ 2 be an
integer, and E be a set in F2q with |E| ≫ q. We have∣∣∣∣Ek+(E)− |E|4kq
∣∣∣∣≪ q2k−1|E|2k+ 12 .
Our next theorem is a result on sumsets of the distance set.
Theorem 1.6. Let Fq be a finite field of order q with q ≡ 3 mod 4. Let k ≥ 2 be an
integer, and E be a set in F2q. Suppose that q1+
1
4k−1 = o(|E|), then we have
|k∆Fq(E)| = (1− o(1))q.
As consequences of Theorem 1.5 and Theorem 1.6, we are able to improve Theorem 1.2
and Corollary 1.4 in the case d = 2.
Corollary 1.7. Let Fq be a finite field of order q with q ≡ 3 mod 4. Let E be a set in
F
2
q. Suppose that |E| ≫ q, then we have∣∣∣∣E2+(E)− |E|8q
∣∣∣∣≪ q3|E|9/2.
Corollary 1.8. Let Fq be a finite field of order q with q ≡ 3 mod 4. Let E be a set in
F
2
q. Suppose that q
8/7 = o(|E|), then we have
|∆Fq(E) + ∆Fq(E)| = (1− o(1))q.
When E is a subset in Fdq with d ≥ 3, by using the same techniques, we obtain a similar
result as follows.
Theorem 1.9. Let Fq be a finite field of order q. Let k ≥ 2 be an integer, and E be a set
in Fdq, d ≥ 3. We have the following∣∣∣∣Ek+(E)− |E|4kq
∣∣∣∣≪ qdk|E|2k.
As an application of Theorem 1.9, we are able to improve Corollary 1.4 in the case
d ≥ 3.
Theorem 1.10. Let Fq be a finite field of order q. Let k ≥ 2 be an integer, and E be a
set in Fdq with d ≥ 3. Suppose that q
d
2
+ 1
2k = o(|E|), then we have
|k∆Fq(E)| = (1− o(1))q.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we recall some graph-
theoretic tools; proofs of Theorems 1.5, 1.6, 1.9, and 1.10 are given in Section 3.
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2 Graph-theoretic tools
2.1 Expander mixing lemma
For a graph G of order n, let γ1 ≥ γ2 ≥ . . . ≥ γn be the eigenvalues of its adjacency
matrix. The quantity γ(G) = max{γ2,−γn} is called the second eigenvalue of G. A
graph G = (V,E) is called an (n, d, γ)-graph if it is d-regular, has n vertices, and the
second eigenvalue of G is at most γ.
Suppose that B and C are two multi-sets of vertices in an (n, d, γ)-graph. Let mX(x)
denote the multiplicity of x in X , and em(B,C) be the number of edges with multiplicity
between B and C in G, by multiplicity we mean that if there is an edge between b ∈ B
and c ∈ C, then this edge will be counted mB(b) · mC(c) times in em(B,C). Recently,
Hanson et al. [9] gave the following estimate on em(B,C) in an (n, d, γ)-graph.
Lemma 2.1 ([9]). Let G = (V,E) be an (n, d, γ)-graph. The number of edges between
two multi-sets of vertices B and C in G satisfies:∣∣∣∣∣em(B,C)− d
(∑
b∈B mB(b)
) (∑
c∈C mC(c)
)
n
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ γ
√∑
b∈B
mB(b)2
√∑
c∈C
mC(c)2,
where mX(x) is the multiplicity of x in X.
2.2 Sum-product graphs
The sum-product graph SPq,d is defined as follows. The vertex set of the sum-product
graph SPq,d is the set V (SPq,d) = F
d
q × Fq. Two vertices U = (a, b) and V = (c, d) ∈
V (SPq,d) are connected by an edge, (U, V ) ∈ E(SPq,d), if and only if a · c = b + d. Vinh
[25] proved the following lemma on the (n, d, γ) form of SPq,d.
Lemma 2.2 (Vinh, [25]). For any d ≥ 1, the sum-product graph SPq,d is an
(qd+1, qd,
√
2qd)− graph.
3 Proofs of Theorems 1.5, 1.6, 1.9, and 1.10
For E ⊆ Fdq and λ ∈ Fq, we define
νE(λ) = |{(x,y) ∈ E × E : ||x− y|| = λ}| .
In order to prove Theorems 1.5–1.10, we need the following lemmas, where the first one
follows from the proof of [12, Theorem 3.5].
Lemma 3.1 (Koh-Sun, [12]). Let Fq be a finite field of order q with q ≡ 3 mod 4. Let
E be a set in F2q with |E| ≫ q. Then we have
E1+(E) =
∑
λ∈Fq
νE(λ)
2 ≤ |E|
4
q
+ (1 +
√
3)q|E|5/2.
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For higher dimensional cases, the authors of [12] also proved a similar result for both
cases q ≡ 3 mod 4 and q ≡ 1 mod 4, which can be found in [12, Propositions 2.3, 2.6]
Lemma 3.2 (Koh-Sun, [12]). Let E be a set in Fdq with d ≥ 3. Then we have
E1+(E) =
∑
λ∈Fq
νE(λ)
2 ≤ |E|
4
q
+ qd|E|2.
We will use the following lemma to prove Theorem 1.5 and Theorem 1.9.
Lemma 3.3. Let k ≥ 2 be an integer, and E be a set in Fdq. We have∣∣∣∣Ek+(E)− |E|4kq
∣∣∣∣≪ qd|E|2Ek−1+ (E).
Proof. We first define two multi-sets of vertices in the sum-product graph SPq,2d as follows:
B := {(−2x1,−2x2,−||x1|| − ||x2|| − ||x3 − y3|| − · · · − ||xk − yk||+ ||xk+1 − yk+1||) : xi,yi ∈ E} ,
C := {(y1,y2,−||y1|| − ||y2||+ ||xk+2 − yk+2||+ · · ·+ ||x2k − y2k||) : xi,yi ∈ E} .
For (xi,yi)
2k
i=1 ∈ (E × E)2k, if we have
||x1 − y1||+ · · ·+ ||xk − yk|| = ||xk+1 − yk+1||+ · · ·+ ||x2k − y2k||,
then there is an edge between
(−2x1,−2x2,−||x1|| − ||x2|| − ||x3 − y3|| − · · · − ||xk − yk||+ ||xk+1 − yk+1||) ∈ B
and
(y1,y2,−||y1|| − ||y2||+ ||xk+2 − yk+2||+ · · ·+ ||x2k − y2k||) ∈ C
in the sum-product graph SPq,2d. Therefore E
k
+(E) is equal to the number of edges between
B and C in SPq,2d. In order to apply Lemma 2.1, we need to estimate upper bounds of∑
b∈BmB(b)
2 and
∑
c∈CmC(c)
2. One can check that
∑
b∈B
mB(b)
2 ≤ |E|2Ek−1+ (E),
∑
c∈C
mC(c)
2 ≤ |E|2Ek−1+ (E), and |B| = |C| = |E|2k.
It follows from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 that the number of edges between B and C in the
sum-product graph SPq,2d satisfies∣∣∣∣Ek+(E)− |E|4kq
∣∣∣∣≪ qd|E|2Ek−1+ (E),
which concludes the proof of the lemma.
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Proof of Theorem 1.5: The proof proceeds by induction on k. The base case k = 2
follows from Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.3 with d = 2. Suppose that the claim holds for
k− 1 ≥ 2, we show that it also holds for k. Indeed, it follows from Lemma 3.3 with d = 2
that ∣∣∣∣Ek+(E)− |E|4kq
∣∣∣∣≪ q2|E|2Ek−1+ (E). (3.1)
By induction hypothesis, we have
Ek−1+ (E)≪
|E|4(k−1)
q
+ q2(k−1)−1|E|2(k−1)+ 12 . (3.2)
Putting (3.1) and (3.2) together gives us∣∣∣∣Ek+(E)− |E|4kq
∣∣∣∣≪ q2k−1|E|2k+ 12 ,
which ends the proof of the theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 1.6: For each λ ∈ Fq, letNλ be the number of tuples (x1,y1, . . . ,xk,yk)
in E2k satisfying ||x1−y1||+ ||x2−y2||+ · · ·+ ||xk−yk|| = λ. We have
∑
λ∈Fq
Nλ = |E|2k.
It is easy to check that
∑
λ∈Fq
N2λ = E
k
+(E). By applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
we obtain the following ∑
λ∈Fq
Nλ ≤
√
|k∆Fq(E)|
(
Ek+(E)
)1/2
.
This implies that
|k∆Fq(E)| ≥
|E|4k
Ek+(E)
.
Thus the theorem follows immediately from Theorem 1.5. 
Proof of Theorem 1.9: The proof of Theorem 1.9 is as similar as that of Theorem 1.5
except that we use Lemma 3.2 instead of Lemma 3.1. 
Proof of Theorem 1.10: The proof of Theorem 1.10 is as similar as that of Theorem
1.6 except that we use Theorem 1.9 instead of Theorem 1.5. 
Remarks: We conclude this paper with some discussions on E2+(E ,F) for E ,F ⊆ Fdq
satisfying |E| < |F|. The main steps in our approach are Lemma 3.3 and upper bounds
of E1+(E ,F). For two sets E and F in F2q with q ≡ 3 mod 4, it has been shown in [12]
that
E1+(E ,F)≪
|E|2|F|2
q
+ q|E|3/2|F| for d = 2, (3.3)
and
E1+(E ,F)≪
|E|2|F|2
q
+ q
d−1
2 |E|2|F| for odd d ≥ 3. (3.4)
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For E ,F ⊆ Fdq , one can follow the proof of Lemma 3.3 to obtain the following∣∣∣∣Ek+(E ,F)− |E|2k|F|2kq
∣∣∣∣≪ qd|E||F|Ek−1+ (E ,F). (3.5)
If we put (3.3), (3.4), and (3.5) together, then we have∣∣∣∣E2+(E ,F)− |E|4|F|4q
∣∣∣∣ ≤ q|E|3|F|3 + q3|E| 52 |F|2 for d = 2,
∣∣∣∣E2+(E ,F)− |E|4|F|4q
∣∣∣∣ ≤ qd−1|E|3|F|3 + q 3d−12 |E|3|F|2 for odd d ≥ 3.
These results are also improvements of Theorem 1.2.
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